September 26, 2016

Pennsylvania Processing and Disposal Facilities

Re: Act 90 New Demonstration Waste Transportation Vehicle Exemption

Dear Processing/Disposal Facility:

Effective December 2005, the Department will not require persons in the business of retailing and demonstrating new waste transportation vehicles to secure Act 90 authorizations when conducting that business. No Act 90 sticker will be required. These persons typically use new model waste transportation trucks on a limited basis to allow prospective purchasers to drive and operate these vehicles as a means of demonstrating their effectiveness and capability.

Demonstrator trucks can be identified by a valid, registered dealer tag on the rear of the vehicle. Additionally, upon request of the receiving facility, operators must present dealer registration and insurance in order to enter the waste facility. Operators of demonstrator trucks are subject to all applicable processing and disposal fees, and comply with all other applicable Commonwealth regulations.

If there are any questions, please contact the department at 717-783-9258.

Sincerely,

Rick Miklos
Environmental Group Manager
Bureau of Waste Management
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